MJF-SERIE

MERICRUSHER
FOREST - CONSTRUCTION - AGRICULTURE

Crushing superiority all year round

MJF-SERIE - for subsoil crushing

MULTIPURPOSE CRUSHER FOR PROFESSIONALS
The latest crushing technology – top-of-the-range features – all in the same machine
ROTATING SCREEN

The continuously adjustable screen plate is made of strong, high-quality steel. Its optimally positioned and sized hexagonal holes
allow the material through at just the right size. Larger pieces of organic material are first pre-crushed at the rear of the frame by
counter blades and then reduced to the required size by the screen plate against the edges of the openings. The screen plate
height is hydraulically adjusted from the tractor cab and can also be adjusted during operation. This screening solution guarantees
very good results even when used with a stabilising rotor in deep milling and at a low rpm typical of stabilising rotors. This requires
less power and keeps the wear and tear on the equipment low.
POWER FRAME

The machine’s frame has an articulated joint that makes it possible to adjust the milling depth without adjusting the three-point
linkage, ensuring the optimal cardan shaft angle whether milling on the surface or deeper in the ground. The pivot joint is positioned
around the secondary transmission midpoint with a strong plain bearing. The actual adjustments are made smoothly with the
hydraulic cylinder; this adjustment can also be carried out during operation. The transmission includes either one or two final
gearboxes, allowing up to 700 horsepower. The transmission is prevented from overloading with a pressure-controlled POC clutch,
while a line-mounted slipping sensor warns the driver if the clutch is slipping.

MODEL

Power range
(hp)
min

max

Rotor diameter
mm

Rotor width
mm

Overall width
mm

Weight
kg

Teeth
qty

MJF/S-241 STX

280-400

800

2435

2860

4550

104

MJF/S-241 DTX

280-700

800

2435

3010

5120

104

The given weigths can vary due to the options chosen. ST-single transmission. DT-dual transmission.
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